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Senior'history m.ajors overthrow professors
Gibbs Natorson
Staff Writer
History came alive in a
meaningful way last Thursday
when Dordl's senior history majors overthrew the History Department in a glorious revolution.
Much like in the French Revolution, which Drs. Hubert Krygsman, Keith Sewell and Paul
Fessler each cover in their basic Western Civ. classes, these
students took to the streets of
Sioux Center with impassioned,
angry speeches, bawdy songs,
torches and pitchforks.
"Things had been getting
progressively worse," said Chad
Nibbelink, an aspiring history
teacher. "I think the final straw
was when Dr. Sewell demanded that we call him 'King Keith
VII'."
.
For Andrea
Dykshoorn,
. the reasons were of an economic nature. "Dr. Fessler and Dr.
Krygsman were making us buy
indulgences just to stay in their
classes.
I mean, I'm already
paying tuition. It was gelling ridiculous, and something drastic
had to happen."
At
approximately
1:14
p.m., the seniors surrounded
the history pod to find that the
professors had built a barricade
out of desks, chairs, files and a
number of random objects found
beneath the mess of Dr. Fessler's office. Dr. Krygsman commented, "We were not expecting
a coup. Fortunately, a freshman

history major let us know it was
coming ahead of time; allowing
us to build a barricade."
Finding the history pod
entirely blocked off, the history
majors settled in for a good, oldfashioned siege. Jesse Walhof,
a long-time history student at
Dordt, described the strategy:
"We kept singing our songs, and
making up inflammatory chants
about each of the history profs.
I even did my famous Sewell impression. If our siege was going
to be successful, we knew we
had to break their spirits."
After three long days, the
History professors finally caved
in and surrendered.
"I do not
think I could've endured another minute of Jesse 'Chains'
Walhof's terrible. impression of
me," Sewell stated. Additionally,
while other sieges have reduced
the victims to eating rats out of
hunger, there were ')0 rats to be
found in the history pod. "I was
hungry," confessed Fessler, "So
hungry, J even would've eaten at
the Commons."
The revolution and siege
over, Dordt welcomes a new regime in the history department.
Donald Roth will be department
chair, accompanied
by Walhof and Nibbelink.
Roth, now
sporting a small mustache and
mangled French accent, commented, "A new era is dawning
for history students at Dordt. A
'Sixth Republic,' if you will. Together, we shall take over the
world."

Multiple
underclassmen
history majors have already expressed interest in coup of their
own.
Above: Senior history majors
Jesse Walhof, Chad Nibbelink, Andrea Dykshoorn,
Denise Swager and Bethany
Haak get fired up before a
grand coup that saw the
overthrow of Profs ..Fessler,
Sewell and Krygsman.
Right: Walhof speaks to a
cowering Krygsman, while
fellow history majors look on.

Administration cuts students
Trudy Light
Staff Writer
In a press conference held
this past Monday, Dordt College
announced that there will be significant changes to the campus
in the near future. As most people in the campus community
know, Dord.t has recently made
a number of cuts to faculty positions in order to ensure adjust
the faculty-student ratio.
According to the administration, the ideal goal is to have
a ratio of fifteen students to one
faculty member. After the recent
cuts to the criminal justice, politi. cal studies, environmental stud-

ies and music departments, the
college thought that the ratio issues would be resolved.
However, problems arose
when the Adrnisslons department informed the administration that student applications for
the fall semester were flooding
in. All of the applications had
one thing in common: the students were flocking to Dordt because of the addition of women's
lacrosse.
The increase in students
poses a peculiar problem for the
administration, which had up to
this point worked hard to ensure
their 15:1 ratio.
"II's frustrating, the fact
that we just can't get this right,"

said one administrator.
"But
we're working on it, and we think.
that we have found a viable solution."
The solution, asannounced
this past week, is to begin making cuts to the student population. The cuts will start this fall in
the hopes that the actions taken
will bring the ratio back down.
Now, the debate revolves
around which students will be
singled out. Some have suggested that the political studies
department may be targeted,
as there is now only one faculty
member to accomodate political studies students. However,
no formal plans have been announced .
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Editors·to depart;
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Jubilant writers tabe to the street
Anna Prentice
Staff Writer
Diamond editor and senior
Andrea Dykshoorn will be graduating this semester from Dordt.
Her departure comes as a relief
to many on the Diamond staff.
"It was great working with
Andrea this semester," says coeditor Bree Wierenga, "but when
I come back it will be nice to be
able to make decisions without
having to collaborate with someone else." Wierenga will be on
the Oxford semester program
this coming fall during which
current Diamond members will
be overseeing the paper's production.
However, some are not
looking forward to Wierenga's
eventual leadership of the Diamond. "Andrea's not the only
person we want to see gone,"
says Cheryl Korthuis, a staff
writer and possible replacement
editor for both Wierenga and
Dykshoorn.
"Many of us have
been anticipating
Bree's absence, as well. This past semester was a disaster: there was no
organization whatsoever, and I
heard that people were always
up until three in the morning to

Dordtgate:
Scandle in Campus Center
shabes Dordt community
,""oah Lott
Staff Writer

Editors "Battlemaster"
Bree Wierenga and Andrea "The
Demander" Dykshoorn (I-r) will be taking.their leave of the
Diamond next semester.
finish the paper on production
nights. I won't even taik about
the demands they made of us
writers."
Dykshoorn believes the Diamond is in good hands. "I will
miss working on the Diamond,
but I think whoever takes over
for Bree and I next semester will
do fine, and Bree is so agreeable that when she gets back,
she'li be a pleasure to work with,
just like i was."

Diamond sponsor and advisor Lorna Van Gilst, due to retire the end ofthis year, was not
available for comment.
"I hope Andrea finds reputable work as anything other
than a newspaper editor," says
Korthuis. "And honestly, I hope
Bree falls in love with Engiand
and never comes back.
We
need some real leadership and
direction for this paper, and that
will start next year with me."

While at her workstudy
on the 4th floor of the Campus Center, a senior student,
whose name has. been withheld for safety purposes, overheard a conspiracy to withhold
the diplomas from graduating
students to keep them at Dordt
for another year.
The student
immediately
went after work to the S.O.S.
(a.k.a. Secret Organization of
Students) with her information.
The S.O.S. decided that they
had to act quickly, as graduation was only a week and a half
away, so they threw together a
plan.
.
The work-study student reported to work the next day,
and, when all her supervisors
were on their break, she used
a piece of tape to rig the door
so it wouldn't lock. Later that
night, a small group of seniors
. snuck into the President's Office, cracked open the diploma
safe and made off with all the
seniors' diplomas.

"Andrea's not the only perosn we want to see gone. Many
of us ahve been anticipating
Bree's absence as welL"

The next day, President
Zylstra came to his office and
discovered that the diplomas
were gone.
He immediately
reported the theft to the police
but they could find no sign of
forced entry.
While investigating in the
Campus Center, the police
found an anonymous tip to investigate Zylstra himself. The
police secured a search warrant and scoured the President's house. After discovering all the diplomas hidden in
a hall closet, the police took
Zylstra into custody. President
Zylstra was later cleared, but
the police are offering a reward
for any information about the
notorious S.O.S. that framed
President Zylstra.
"How can I be expected to
donate money towards the
Pordt clock tower without a job
from my diploma?!" said senior
student Becky Vander Zwaagensma.
When questioned about the
rumored. plot to withhold the
senior's diplomas, Zylstra refused to comment.

•

- Cheryl Korthuis

An interview with the valiant Dordt
Brighton Early
Staff Writer

Diamond:
How's the end of
the year shapinq up?
Defender: It's very busy.
Diamond: How so?
Defender:
Oh, press conferences and stuff.
l-tave to
spread the word about Dordt
football.
Diamond: How's that going?
Defender:
Pretty good. People are starting to realize that
there are more than just four
guys on the team.
Diamond:Just four guys?
Defender:
Check the weight
room.
Diamond:AII

right,

moving

on.:.Tell us more about you as
the Dordt mascot.
Defender:
It's a good life. I
take my job seriously ... 1 have
wounds.
Diamond: Oh, how long have
you had that cut?
Defender:
40 some years.
Give or take.
Diamond: It's been rumored
that you may be replaced in
the future. Tell us how you feel
about that.
Defender: Not very good.
Diamond: Is there any mascot
you would be comfortable being replaced with?
Defender: No. Well, maybe.

8

John Calvin.
Diamond:You
would be fine
with the Dordt Calvins? .
Defender: Yes. Well, no. Dordt
Calvinists has more of a ring.
Oiamond:Okay,
last question ... Who is your least favorite fellow-mascot in the
GPAC?
Defender: Two words. Prairie Wolf. What were they thinking? Is there such a thing?
Diamond.Well,
thanks
for your time today.
Defender: My pleasure.
GO DORDT!
~

ender
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Un-advice •••by Alvin
I've been having sonie thoughts upon
seeing a film with my friends last night.
I don't want to say which movie it was,
as I am a bit ashamed that I viewed. it.
But it involved violence, gambling,
alcohol, pre-marital sex and (AND!)
offensive swearing. I don't want the
student body to have to view the film
for themselves; I'd rather save them
from that. I love the student body like
Jesus loved the sinners, so how do I
continue with my Christ-like path?
-JesusFan
You sir, are a good man. And we
all owe you Christ-love for keeping us
from having to make our own decisions.
Please, please don't give our student
body the prerogative to view this film,
whichever film it may be (and 'it could
be so many!). The minimum age of

freshmen is just about eighteen, but
temptation doesn't quit once you're out
of the house! Just the other night, I didn't
cover my eyes and scoff at a couple
holding hands on their way back to the
dorm hall. Seriously.
Here at Dordt College, we believe in
a lot of good things: contemporary praise
and worship, camaraderie through test
tubes and keeping our student-teacher
ratio in line. And we believe in Martin
Luther, John Calvin, Saint Augustine,
President
Zylstra,
Steven·
Curtis
Chapman, James Dobson and Abraham
Kuyper.
"In the total expanse of human life
thereis not a single square inch of which
the Christ, who alone is sovereign, does
not declare, 'This is mine!"
I don't know how you can get
clearer than that. Christ rules. And we

are supposed to keep ourselves (and
each other!) accountable from sin-filled
trash. Despicable! It's utterly despicable,
obviously, because no good knowledge
ever comes from viewing a film that
doesn't explicitly say, "Christ is Lord!" or
"Saved by grace!"
Write an e-mail to faculty and those
on campus who may have the intention
to publicly screen this film. Explain why it
is unchristian to display this film because
it gives 18- to 24-year-olds an opportunity
to see a torture scene.
After you succeed in keeping the
student body from viewing this film,
view the film again. Study the depravity.
Understand it. In this way, you can
exemplify Christ-love by telling people
about how immoral this film is instead of
them seeing for themselves.
Thanks. It's been a pleasure.
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ATTENTION ENGINEERING MAJORS!!
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After a recent inspectionl the science
building has been declared unsafe for
students. All engineering malors will
be immediately transfered to the classroom building and will become elementary education majors by default.

--I

All other students in the sciences will
become C.iminel J"stiee m......
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Obama fever swee'ps a~rosscampus
Rich N. Famous
Staff Writer
Last week, thousands of
people lined 4th Avenue welcoming Senator Barack Obama
to Dordt College in his tour
of Iowa in preparation for the
presidential primaries. One of
Obama's top aides said, "We
always knew that Sioux county
was-a home away from home
for Democrats, but we never expected anything this big I"
Preparations for the event
had been months in the making.
While Obama's speech was the
central focus of the day, the parade and fireworks also drew
huge crowds. "We are pretty
happy with the turnout," said
Jamin Hubner, president of the
College Democrats club. Hubner went on to say, "I think that
it is good for the good people of
Sioux County to see a strong
Christian Democrat in the running for the presidency. Obama . Dordt student Micah Bengston shakes hands with Barack Obama, who recently arrived on
is a God fearing man and that is campus in preparation for the presidential primaries.
more than enough to convince
me to support him."
woman's right to choose Obama
at the Republican frontrunners:
Neither Clinton nor Obama nor
When
questioned
about
for president."
When asked
McCain and Guliani. Between
Edwards has had a single inObama's support of abortion,
about the sanctity of marriage
them, they have three divorcstance of infidelity. Next quesHubner replied, "I support a Hubner laughed, saying, "Look
es, all involving unfaithfulness.
tion PLEASE!"

However, not everyone was
.pleased with the proceedings.'.
The sole Republican left on campus, Kevin Zonnefeld, pleaded,
"Someone, please be my friend!
I'm not a closed-minded miser, I
just support limited government!"
When pressed for reasons why
he won't vote for Obama, Zonnefeld said, "I don't like Obama.
He talks about nuclear proliferation, the situation in Iraq, the
treatment of prisoners in Guantanarno Bay, the environment,
dependence on foreign oil and
affordable health-care for the
poor. These topics are simply
too depressing!
I would rather
not think about them. I prefer
candidates who talk about the
issues that I care about, like gay
marriage and abstinence-based
sex education in our schools."
The speech itself was rather
uneventful.
Obama reiterated
all of his major points. His talk
was frequently punctuated by
screams of "Marry me!" from
some of the younger women in
the crowd. Obama tried to ignore
these requests. However, after
a half hour, the pleas became
too fervent to ignore and the
rally had to end prematurely.

Bush names Kiefer Sutherland as ·War Czar·
Longtime
congressional
The White House experiwar
critic
John
Murtha
criticized
enced some embarrassment last
_
the
appointment.
"It's
time for
month when it became known
the
president
to
realize
that i;lis
that at least three high-ranking
war
policy
has
failed
and
bring
generals had turned down the
our
troops
home,"
he
said
in a
"war czar" position.
In a move - that surprised
phone
interview
yesterday.
"If
Presidential
aides denied
many White House observers,
Chuck
Norris
can't
save
us
from
that the president was grasping
President Bush on Wednesday
at straws with Sutherland's ap- this mess, what makes the presiappointed actor Kiefer Sutherdent think that Kiefer Sutherland
pointment, though anonymous
land, who plays the role of counterterrorist agent Jack Bauer on sources have informed the Dia- can? He's been 0'; TV for what
TV's "24," to the newly-created , mond that many, many other po- - a few years?"
But in his speech Wednestential appointees turned down
position of "war czar." As war
day,
Bush hailed Sutherland as
the position, including Jesse
czar, Sutherland will oversee
a
"qenuine
American hero, who,
Walhof, Joe Lieberman, First
both the war in Iraq and the war
as
we
all
know,
has saved this
Lady Laura Bush and Chuck
in Afghanistan and report directnation
from
destruction
on nuNorris.
ly to the president.

Zane Zachery Zeh
Staff Writer

2

merous occasions.
I have full
confidence in his ability to lead
the nation's military in the fight
for freedom in Iraq and Afghanistan."
He added, "I was especially
impressed with Kiefer's pertormance in season six." It was not
immediately clear whether or
not the president was aware that
"24" is a fictional TV show, and
that Kiefer Sutherland has not,
in fact, ever saved anybody.
Still,. Sutherland
seemed
very pleased with his appointment, and promised that he
would do his best to bring "new,

effective leadership to the war
on terror."
Sutherland declined to comment on whether or not his leadership style would mirror that of
his TV persona, who in recent
seasons has broken off terrorists' fingers, bitten through enemies' neck veins, and generally kicked rear-end for Uncle
Sam. In a question-and-answer
session after the announcement, Sutherland commented,
"It's all about winning hearts and
minds."
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Freshman fifteen relief.
Will Power
Staff Writer
The Academic Council of
Dordt College has heard the
cries of freshmen across Dordt's
campus. For years students
have struggled because of the
15 pounds they inevitably gain
upon entering
college: With
obesity on the rise in America,
Dordt can no longer ignore its
contribution to the problem. The
college has decided to attack
the problem from all sides.
The "spare tire - thunder
thigh" relief program will be added to the GEN 100 course. In
order to best tackle the problem,
the program will extend into the
second semester. All incoming
students will be required to enter the program.
The stipulations for the revised GEN 100 program have
not been completely
determined. The program will include
exercise time with PC leaders.
The type of exercise will depend
on the particular incoming student's predisposition to gain 15
pounds. Dordt will use the FDA
studies of predisposition to determine what will be the appropriate course of action for each
student.

The Council has decided
to hire personal trainers for the
first few weeks of the fall semester to develop personal exercise
programs for each student. The
students will also be given access to a vast store of music to
choose 50 songs to put on their
iPods, MP3 players or (for those
too poor for anything else) CD
players .:
Stationary
bicycles
will
also be placed in more convenient locations, such as the' janitor closets and furnace rooms of
East Campus. Thus, students
will not have to walk all the way
across campus to exercise. All
soda-pop vending machines will
be given over to the Ag Club to
replace unhealthy, sugared, caffeinated, carbonated drinks with
skim, 1% and 2% milk. Water
bottles will also be available.
Another problem at Dordt
is the serving of cookies and
sometimes even punch after
every event for which refreshments may be justified. The
addictive nature of the cookies
has become a clear and present
danger. The dangerous cookies
will be replaced with safer foods
such as apples and broccoli.
Students and faculty are debating whether or not to offer low-

fat dip.
Occasional sweet treats
will be offered after rare and auspicious events, but these sweet
treats will be of a much different
nature than those of the past.
Matt Kunnari has signed a multihundred dollar contract to. provide healthy, yet scrumptious,
dessert items for the college.
Some resentment and bitter grumblings have been voiced
tJy the upperclassmen and the
Mt Rainier looms behind the Campus Center. With a faith that
generations that have gone becan move mountains, Dordt hopes to own Rainier by next fall.
fore. The program has been re- .
quested in previous years, but
the Council did not give ear to
students' complaints.
Upperclassmen now feel
they have been irrevocably traumatized. There is no going back.
The effects of ba-donkey-donk
butts have been imprinted on
Royale Payne
trees should also be planted.
the seats of many a classroom
"That way the. hiking HPER
Staff Writer
and left an indelible mark on the
class will have plenty to look at,"
memories of many.
Last week, President ZylsZylstra said.
Nevertheless, Dordt looks
tra approved a motion from the
A few weeks ago, a camto the future. One freshman who
board to move Mt. Rainier bepus visitor was overheard tellwishes to remain anonymous
hind the Campus Center. This
ing a student that Dordt's atmosays, "We must put our backs
mountain will provide new HPER
sphere is boring.
Zylstra and
to the past and run to the future
classes such as rock climbing,
the board hope that by having a
- the calorie-burning and musmountain on campus, potential
hiking, snowboarding and skicle-building future. Capture the
ing. "I am really excited for the
students will be more inclined
good side." As the famous phinew snowboarding HPER. I've
to choose Dordt over other collosopher Martha Stewart once
leges.
One potential benefit
always thought that the other
said, "It's a good thing."
HPERs were boring and now
would be a decreased temperthere's one that really interests
ature in the summer because
me," says Jason Hilbelink, a of the snow on the mountain.
sophomore.
However, the mountain would
Another reason for this re- also cause a rain shadow that
location is to make the students
would cover the area southeast
from the Pacific Northwest feel
of campus.
would be to watch it. Unable to more at home.
"I've missed
Plans to move Mt. Rainier
argue with such stunning logic,
seeing Washington mountains
behind campus include sending
you agree. Your roommate picks
while at Dordt.
I'll be slightly
Professor Zwart and the physAnchorman, which you have
disappointed when I return to ics department to Washington
seen approximately nine and a Washington because Mt. Rainito build a transport system for
half times. You watch blankly,
er won't be there, but it'll be nice
the mountain. The cost. of the
in mild amusement, only occato have a little bit of home here
project is estimated to be about
sionally telling your roommate to while I study," said freshman
$25 million, which will come out
shut up as he attempts to quote
Jessica Schrotenboer.
of the $500 million landscapthe whole movie as it's happenTo make the mountain fit
ing budget recently donated by
ing.
better into the Iowa scenery,
alumni. Zylstra and the adminAs Kansas belts "Carry On Zylstra has proposed that some
istration hope to see the mounMy Wayward Son" over the endsmaller
mountains
be built tain on campus by the first day
ing credits, you sluggishly turn
around Mt. Rainier and more
of school next year.
your head to face your desk.
The red digits on the clock sneer
maliciously at you: 3:04. And
there sits your history book, not
a page farther than the last time
you checked. Which is too bad" course, you don't know yet that
I guess what I'm saying is,
because part of you genuinely
I probably should stop putting
you read the wrong chapter, but
expected the book to read itself.
that won't come until class at off my history reading and get to
Begrudgingly,
you
pull 9:00.
work.
yourself off the couch and start
"These statistics are 100
Motivation is so hard to
reading again: You finish the
percent made-up. In tact.t don't
come by on Thursday nights.
chapter at 3:35. It wasn'tfun, but· Did you know that procrastinathink there is such a thing as proyou did it. At long last you flop
crastination rates. I doubt anytion rates increase by 67 perinto bed and bury your face in cent on Thursday nights? Effort
body has ever tried to measure
the pillow. A slight smile touches
that. They simply don't have the
rates decrease by 40 percent
. your lips and you enjoy a weary
and Facebook activity jumps a technology.
feeling' of accomplishment. Of whopping 88 percent."

Landscaping project
approved for Dordt

Hit the boobs or hit faceboob?
Gibbs Natorson
Staff Writer

--

You've worked hard all
week, you are exhausted and
the weekend is almost within
reach. The clock turns over and
all of a sudden it's 12:00. Friday
morning!!! But you can't celebrate just yet...
Reluctantly, you glance at
your desk, where an open history textbook lies untouched.
Psyching yourself up a bit, you
take the book and start reading:
"Greek historical writing
began as a rival to epic poetry,
attempting to bring order and
meaning to ... to ... t-" .
"...So what am I gonna
do first this weekend? Sleep in.
Definitely. Then what? Ah, lunch
at Hardee's! Medium number 11
with regular fries, can't forget
about that. After that, l'Il--No!
Need to focus! Gatta read this
chapter."
Your eyes slide back into
focus as you hurriedly attempt
to remember what you were

even reading about. Something
abput Greeks. Yes, Greek poetry, that's right.
"...attempting to bring order and meaning to the different
views Greek cities had of-"
Suddenly, you realize that
you haven't checked your Facebook in almost two hours! You
kick yourself for allowing your
priorities to slide so grossly out
of focus and log in quickly.
Forty minutes later, you
have had wall-to-wall conversations with three friends who
all live down the hall from you,
updated your status fa indicate
your loathing for homework, and
joined several humorous groups
that make suggestive references
about derivatives, fermatas and
'asexual homework. You have a
particularly good chuckle at the
last one, and shoot your history
book a dirty look.
Your roommate, who never
seems to have any homework,
ever, decides that this would be
a good time to plug in a movie
and that the most productive
t~ing you can do at the moment
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Deadly fungus
discovered in
North Hall
Building to burn; SAC
plans hot dog roast
Fun Guy
Staff Writer

Dordt student suffers
from identity crisis
Barb Dwyer
Staff Writer
"I am cow, I am cow, I am
COW!!"
The declaration resounded
loudly from the stage of the BJ
Haan auditorium in February,
and since then, there has been
no looking back.
During the
talent show this past semester,
one
Dordt
student-whose
name is being withheld to protect
his privacy while Dordt officials
contact his family-sang
along
to the Arrogant Worms song, "I
Am Cow,". However, it appears
somebody forgot to inform him
that once the song was done,
the act was over.
Since
the
Talent
Extravaganza, the student has
been 'spotted' across campus

on
numerous
occasions,
sporting
a
black-and-white
outfit and singing the lyrics to
the song, The issue first began
to raise concern among the
campus community when the
student was found eating grass
on the old soccer field behind
Southview, One witness reports
that he was heard singing, "I am
cow, eating grass. Methane gas
from this I pass .. ." as he pointed
to his posterior,
Apparently, the studentcow is trying to fully embrace
this bovine identity,
Before
long, campus
security
was
overwhelmed
with calls from
Southview residents complaining
about the smell.
Dr. Doug Allen, a physics
professor well-known
for- his
climate
change
awareness
efforts, fears the potentially
disastrous implications should

the student-cow also take to
heart the next line of the song"Oh the ozone layer is Ihinner
from Ihe outcome of my dinner."
"There's no question in my
mind that this student is deeply
troubled," said Allen, "and I am
afraid that he could cause deep
trouble for the environment."
In
addition
to
the
environmental concerns, Dordt
students are also somewhat
annoyed by the student-caw's
constant mooing and insistence
that he be referred to as "Cow,"
Says
senior
Andrea
Dykshoorn, "As an Agriculture
major, I think I know what a cow
looks like, And he is definitely
not a cow,"
Campus security has been
informed of plans for a cow
round-up, which will take place
in the near future, Now, the only
problem will be catching him ...

Biology majors Branden
Kooima and Cory Dan Vyke
discovered a new form of
black
fungus
growing
in
North Hall.
In January the
two biology majors noticed a
black spot on a friend's COUCh.
"We were not surprised When
-.. found. the SPOt. iLwas
the place our friend Brad sat
while he played Halo, which
was about 18 hours a day,"
says Da[1 Vyke,
Prof.
VanderSee,
Biology, . has examined the
fungus. He says it is in the
black fungus category. "This
type of fungus is unstoppable
and unhealthy, The only way
to get rid of such a heath risk
is to bum down the entire
building,"
Dordt College, while sad
to lose the landmark of North
Hall, plans to burn the bUilding
after graduation,
"We feel
the incineration of North Hall
will symbolize the reformed
perspective." 'says the Vice
President of the Whocares
department.
He continues: "The act
of sanctification is a continual
process of taking out the bad,
r,eforming it, and recycling
. the good for the glory of God, .
The blJrning of North Hall will
be a symbol of turning away
from the mistakes of the past
and looking forward to a new,
healthy future."
Before the burhing takes
place, the Biology department
used the case of the black
fungus for extensive research,
The fungus is known for its
toxins
and lethal effects.
After identifying the traits of
the mysterious black spot,
Kooima
notified
Professor

Mahaffy. "I thought there might
be a chance the fungus would
attract mountain lions, so I
was quick to the scene," says
Mahaffy.
VanderSee
brought his
Biology
302:
Microbiology
class for a field trip to see the
black spot. "The difficult part
of the observation was that
we could examine the black
fungus only when Brad went
ttlJhe bathroom - otherwise he
was playing Halo, sitting on the
fungue-infested couch."
Brad's former roommate,
David McClean says, "I decided
to move out when Brad built
the 'Mountain Dew Tank,' so he
wouldn't have to stop playing
Halo." Brad bought a five
gallon water cooler, filled it with
Mountain Dew, and hooked up
a pipeline straight to his mouth.
The biologists are looking to see
if the Mountain Dew has any
correlation with the fungus.
The consensus around
East Hall is that the. new
fungus will not attract any
girls. "Fungus?! Gross," says
a freshman. "No wonder North
Hall smells like a dead catmummy wrapped in fifty-year
old linen." The rate of freshman
and sophomore female visits
has significantly dropped since
the fungus discovery.
The rate of senior women
has gone up, however. "Bring
on the senior scramblers," says
a North Hall sophomore, "I like
the older ladies. Maybe I can
even make a cheap date out of
watching North bum down."
The
Student
Activities
Committee (SAC) has. planned
for such an event. There will be
free punch, marshmallows, hot
dogs and roasting sticks. "We
plan to give North a great sendoff," says co-leader
Megan
Haan.
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Ciangstarget Dordt library
Ima Pigg
Staff Writer
In a fit of desperation hastened by the rapid approach of
exam week, Dordt's rival gangs,
the Cannons (not to be confused
with the men's chorus) and the
Synods, made a target of the
reference section of the library.
The gangs
had been
relatively peaceful for several
weeks, with only an ice cream
battle in the Commons on their
record.
But, according to an
anonymous source, the floodgates burst when every single
computer in the iibrary was occupied by a member of the Cannons one morning before class.
The Cannons deny involvement, saying that there are
so few computers in the library
that it doesn't take much to fili
them up. But the Synods know
better. The head of the Synods,
who wishes to remain nameless except for acknowledging
that his last name begins with
"V:' said that the Synods had no
choice but to take rev.enge on
the books themselves.
"There
are too many books in this place.
We need more square inches
for computers.
Hasn't anyone
noticed that nobody reads anymore?"
So the Synods took action. When they saw the fiendish work of the Cannons, they
stormed the library armed with
scissors and headed straight for
the reference section. One innocent bystander said he cowered
in fear when he saw the looks of
malice on the faces of the gang
members.
Why the reference
books? Because they hold the

The Dordt gang, the Synods, chooses reference books to cut up with scissors.
Cannons, took up all the computers in the library.

-

The Synods were upset because their rival, the

r

most prominent position in the
library and they are the thickest
books; the Synods needed to
demonstrate their strength.
When the Cannons saw
that the Synods had begun attacking the books, they realized
the worthiness of the cause
and joined in. Because of their
dislike of books, the Cannons
and the Synods were brought
together in camaraderie.
After
their joint vandalism
project,
they rebeliiously started shout-

ing the Alma Mater and snapping in rhythm as they left the
library triumphantly.
Another
victory for camaraderie; another
victory for technology.
The Cannons
and the
Synods. have now joined forces to form a supposedly more
peaceful group for the promotion of Calvinist doctrine and
the advancement of technology
on campus: the Tulips. The Tulips (Technology United liberation In Progress Soon) promise

to devote their energy to finding those computers that are
not quite perfect (and therefore
cheaper) but wili fit just right on
Dordt's campus-almost
like
they were predetermined.
But,
as the leaders of. the Tulips stated, they only promise peace as
long as their demands are met
President
Zylstra and other
members of the administration
are currently in peace ·talks with
the Tulips; according to one
rumor, the Tulips will settle for

nothing less than the President's
infamous medaliion.
A random and thorough
poli of seven Dordt students
concluded that, with the resurgence of the gangs of Dordt, the
criminal justice program is now
more necessary than ever. The
same poli determined that the
student body would much rather
appease the gangs by adding
computers to the library-even
if it has to be at the expense of
the football program.

Horoscope: What's in your future?
ARIES
(Mar 21-April 20)
Be more assertive. State your case.
Shout "fire!" m a crowded theater. Mash
in your choir

CANCER
(June 22-July 22)
Make wise choices.

LIBRA
(Sept. 24-0ct 23)
Today may not be a good day for you.
Expect the worst

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 20)
Paranoia and suspicion wili rule the day.
Read into everything.

TAURUS
(Apr. 21-May 21)
Spontaneity may be your key today.
Dance with the first person you meet
Hug a tree. Enjoy life.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
Today may be the day you find true
love. Look for it in the most unexpected
places. The slightest facial expression
may be ali you need.

SCORPIO
(Oct 24-Nov. 22)
Nothing will happen to you today.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21-Feb. 19)
Make your words speak louder than
your actions.

GEMINI
(May 22-June 21)
Avoid any and ali social obligations
today. Fulfill your needs. Withdraw from
life. Become a hermit.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 23)
Chalienge yourself. Be awake when
you should be sleeping. Be sleeping
when you should be awake.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23-Dec. 21)
Delight in confusion. Speak in a madeup language. Do your assignments in
Pig Latin. Others will join in.

PISCES
(Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
Be aware of the cosmic implications of
your actions. The most casual remark
could cause devastating effects.
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Dr. James Dobson
Guest Writer
Last week, I received a
letter from one of my many supporters in Sioux Center. The letter contained a clipping from the
Dordt College Diamond, written
by Micah Schuurman, criticizing
me and my actions as a leader
within the church. Not only was
the piece poorly written, but it
was done in very bad taste. I
shudder for the future of Dordt
The printing of this article
is proof that the long arm of the
liberal media has finally reached
to our hallowed halls of learning. We must unite against this
tomfoolery! We must smoke out
these liberal journalists and their
liberal agendas -,
It is conceivable that these
hippie wannabe journalists only
wish to seek the truth.
The
problem is that they do not look
for the truth in the right places.
They are looking for truth in facts
and data from scientists. This is
not a biblically based approach
to truth.
In
his
article,
Micah
Schuurman actually implied that
he believes global warming exists! One only needs to look
at the Bible to see otherwise:
"The tempest comes out from its
chamber, the cold from the driving winds." (Job 37:9) The passage is clear: as long as there is

:b:...
After reading a clipping from Dordt junior Micah Schuurman (above), Dr. James Dobson felt
compelled to write back, accusing Micah of poor writing and bad taste.
wind, there will be cold. As long
as there is cold, there cannot be
warmth. The world still has a
lot of wind. Living in Iowa, he
should know this. Thus, there is
no warmth beyond what God intended. Global warming is sim-

ply a vast left-wing conspiracy
devised by scientists and other
people with "facts': to take our
focus off of the only issues that
Christians should worry about,
abortion and gay marriage.
The other problem that I

have with Micah's editorial is
that it was written by a college
student He hasn't even graduated, and yet he accuses me of
speaking about matters outside
my area of expertise. What is
this, a joke?
Mr. Schuurman

doesn't even have an area of
expertise!
He is just a young
hippie who wants to be heard.
Let him go ahead and broadcast
his views!
Every nutcase has his
soapbox.
Sooner or later, Mr.
Schuurman will have to come
down out of his ivory tower
(probably brick because he is at
Dordt) into the real world. When
he enters the real world, he will
realize one very important truth:
there is no room in the real
world for idealists. Idealists do
nothing except put new names
on recycled ideas. You can't eat
an idea.
Micah is just another student with a head full of ideas
that will get him nowhere. Sure,
he will go to seminary and learn
about theology. But that won't
make him into a leader in the
church.
Everyone knows that
the only way to become a real
religious leader is to start off in
some other field: clinical psychology or law, in the case of
gat Robertson.
In the letter that I received,
my supporter included some
rather troubling facts about this
"editorialist," Micah Schuurman.
Apparently, he is fond of wearing a white dress at random
times and places. Just what is
this guy p~tting in his hookah?
Seriously, men who wear white
dresses should also live in white
rooms with white padded walls.

Crutches epidemic sweeps campus
Anita Break
Staff Writer
In the past week, 63 students have succumbed to what
is being called the "crutches
epidemic." These afflicted students can now be seen hobbling
about campus on crutches while
caring for their hurting legs.
One student, Tom Rozenboom,
claimed that the crutches had
become extensions of his arms
and that he would now be forced
to hobble forever
Health professionals
are
shocked at the number of students who are forced to use
crutches due to a variety of injuries. A local doctor is likening
the situation to a widespread ad-

diction. "Perhaps students enjoy
the attention they are receiving,"
he says. "Maybe there is not
enough excitement on campus
for students so they are finding
new ways to have 'fun'."
. The doctor thought that
students and faculty alike are
losing
previously
admirabie
judgment and suddenly engaging in reckless acts. Students
who still have four functioning
limbs have been asked to avoid
those on crutches since they
seem to be ganging up on other
students.
Rob Kangas narrowly escaped needing crutches of his
own. While returning from the
Grille, he was distracted by a
large cluster of students, all on
crutches.
"They reached out

and tried to knock me down the
stairs!" he says, "I didn't have a
chance."
A new group, Crutches
Anonymous, is being organized
to help students through this difficult time. Their goal is to help
students overcome addictions
to dangerous behavior such as
climbing trees, jumping off stages and reckless skiing. Since
'Students seem to· be injuring
themselves because of lack of
anything better to do, Crutches
Anonymous will also encourage
less exuberant ways of spending the weekends, including joining book clubs, movie watching,
star gazing and starting a new
club called "The Art of Watching Grass Grow," or TAWGG for
short.
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